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nWeather conditions: Temperature, visibility, wind 
conditions…

nFreeway free-flow characteristics: speed, road 
capacity…

INTRODUCTION

nRelationships between freeway free-flow and 
weather conditions.

nShort-term effects of weather and temporal
variations on freeway flow characteristics 



nWeather conditions: Temperature, visibility, wind 
conditions…

nFreeway free-flow characteristics: weather sensors 

INTRODUCTION--Tips

nFreeway free-flow characteristics: weather sensors 
or  National climatic Data Center…

nBoth data source should be close enough.

nData are time-varying in nature. 



nData are time-varying in nature. 

nLagged effects between meteorological factors and 
traffic conditions

INTRODUCTION--Tips

traffic conditions

nTime series: trend, cycle, random…

nPeriodicity of free-flow parameters: Commuter 
travel habits? Periodic changes of meteorological 
factors? 



nDual-loop detector:  20-second intervals.

nWeather data: 1-min intervals.

DATA COLLECTION

ndata granularity: an hour.



DATA COLLECTION

Measure Description

HUM Relative humidity (%)

TEM Air temperature (°C)

STEM Road surface temperature (°C)

WWS Wind direction (in a 360° base, north direction is 0°)WWS Wind direction (in a 360° base, north direction is 0°)

Wind speed (m/s) from 1 to 99

VIS Visibility index (m) from 10 to 2,0000 (total 
visibility)

Meteorological Factors used for example

WWS = Wind_Speed×sin(Wind_Direction+λ) 



nTime series models: trend, cycle, and irregular 
components 

nFiltering methods:  separate different component

DATA FILTERING

nFiltering methods:  separate different component



DATA FILTERING

Trend and cyclical components in temperature filtering result (May)



DATA FILTERING

Trend and cyclical components in speed filtering result (May)



nWhether there is certain causality between…

nGranger causality test: suppose X and Y are two 
time series, if change of X can generate change of Y, 

CAUSALITY TEST

time series, if change of X can generate change of Y, 
then change of X should occur before that of Y. 



CAUSALITY TEST

Null hypothesis F-Statistics Probability Conclusion
Humidity is not Granger 
cause of speed

0.93134 0.0394 Reject

Temperature is not Granger 
cause of speed

4.97216 0.0072 Reject

Surface temperature is not 
Granger cause of speed

5.83065 0.0031 Reject

Weighted wind speed is not 
Granger cause of speed

0.58613 0.5567 Accept

Visibility is not Granger 
cause of speed

11.6591 1.E-05 Reject

Humidity is not Granger 3.25189 0.0393 Reject

Granger causality test results in May

Humidity is not Granger 
cause of volume

3.25189 0.0393 Reject

Temperature is not Granger 
cause of volume

10.0418 5.E-05 Reject

Surface temperature is not 
Granger cause of volume

9.57647 8.E-05 Reject

Weighted wind speed is not 
Granger cause of volume

2.27252 0.1038 Accept

Visibility is not Granger 
cause of volume

4.90867 0.0076 Reject



CAUSALITY TEST

Null hypothesis F-Statistics Probability Conclusion
Humidity is not Granger 
cause of speed

1.77644 0.1700 Accept

Temperature is not Granger 
cause of speed

6.86613 0.0011 Reject

Surface temperature is not 
Granger cause of speed

0.36103 0.6971 Accept

Weighted wind speed is not 
Granger cause of speed

0.52003 0.5947 Accept

Visibility is not Granger 
cause of speed

6.24218 0.0021 Reject

Humidity is not Granger 1.73150 0.1777 Accept

Granger causality test results in December

Humidity is not Granger 
cause of volume

1.73150 0.1777 Accept

Temperature is not Granger 
cause of volume

8.55766 0.0002 Reject

Surface temperature is not 
Granger cause of volume

1.18931 0.3050 Accept

Weighted wind speed is not 
Granger cause of volume

0.93723 0.3922 Accept

Visibility is not Granger 
cause of volume

9.25557 0.0001 Reject



nTemporal variation : traffic parameters in response 
to meteorological factors,

nTraffic variable disturbance : result from 

LAGGED EFFECTS

nTraffic variable disturbance : result from 
temperature, visibility, or other meteorological 
factors. 

nImpulse response analysis allows for examination 
of these responses to shocks .



LAGGED EFFECTS

Impulse responses of VOLUME to a one-standard deviation shock from four 
meteorological factors (May)



LAGGED EFFECTS

Impulse responses of SPEED to a one-standard deviation shock from four 
meteorological factors (May)



Thanks！


